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a b s t r a c t
This paper is concerned with event refinement in the context of CSP‖B. Our motivation
to include this notion within the CSP‖B framework is the desire to increase flexibility in
the refinement process. This approach provides the ability to change the events of CSP
processes and B machines when refining a system. Notions of refinement based on traces
and on traces/divergences allow abstract events to be refined by sequences of concrete
events. A complementary notion of refinement between B machines is also proposed,
yielding compositionality results for refinement of CSP‖B controlled components. The
paper also introduces a notion of I/O refinement into our event refinement framework.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper introduces an approach to event refinement in the context of CSP‖B. Event refinement is concerned with
developing a finer level of granularity in specifications, by expanding atomic eventswithin the description intomore detailed
structures. Onemotivation for our attention to this issuewithin the CSP‖B framework [25] is the desire to increase our range
of options when refining processes and operations. We have recently found it useful in the setting of an industrial CSP‖B
case study [24] to change the level of granularity of the description during the refinement process.
The challenge of how best to do this has been an issue within process algebra since at least the late 1980’s, and a broad
survey of the work can be found in [7, Chapter 16]. However, the integration of data refinement with event refinement has
received limited attention to date. An early paper in this area is [16], which takes a state-based (Z) approach to refining
atomic operations by sequences of operations. In the paper presented here we aim to provide a framework for this notion
of refinement in the context of the CSP‖B combined formal method, using the CSP aspect to capture the event refinements
in a more natural way. We introduce the ability to change the events of a CSP process and hence the B machines during a
refinement of a system. An important feature of the new refinement framework is that it does not compromise the existing
CSP‖B theory and does not change the notations of CSP or classical B.
The CSP‖B approach favours separation between behavioural patterns and state descriptions. However, both behavioural
patterns and state may need to be changed during a refinement. For example, a communication protocol may receive a
message and subsequently perform some computation. At an abstract level it would be appropriate to denote the type of
the message as a deferred set but in a refinement the message may be split into several smaller, more detailed, messages
of a concrete type. Furthermore, the subsequent computation could also be segmented. The paper explores what it means
to split events in a refinement, and whether the inputs and outputs of operations (and their types) can be changed in a
refinement, or distributed across several operations.
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The main contribution of this paper is a framework for event refinement with state. We obtain conditions for compo-
sitionality, where refinement of components separately ensures refinement of their parallel combination. The paper is an
extension to the initial work reported in [26], where pure events are implemented by single sequences of events. This paper
generalises that approach to events with inputs and outputs (I/O), and also to allow events to be implemented by sets of se-
quences, supporting choice in refinement and laying the foundation for ultimately refining events by processes, as in classical
event refinement. This paper also extends [26] by including the proofs of key theorems, as well as additional examples and
discussion. The results are established in the context of CSP‖B, however the ideas presented are complementary to Event-B.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overviewof theway processes andmachines are combined in CSP‖B.
Section 3 describes the framework using a simple language for components: controllers without I/O and their associated
B machines, defines the notion of interface refinement between components, and establishes compositionality results
for parallel composition culminating in Theorem 3. In Section 4 we introduce the capability to capture I/O in controllers
and operations, and define interface refinement in the context of data. We identify conditions for compositionality which
are brought together in Theorem 4, the main result of the paper. Section 5 concludes the paper. Some technical results
underpinning the theorems are contained in Appendix A.
2. CSP‖B overview
CSP‖B is a combination of the process algebra language CSP [21,22], and the B-Method’s Abstract Machine Notation [1,
23]. CSP is a language particularly suited to consideration of concurrency and patterns of interaction, whereas the B-Method
is appropriate for modelling state and data. The strengths of the two languages are complementary, and their combination
provides a framework for modelling and reasoning about systems where control and data are both important.
CSP is based around the notion of processes, which are able to engage in events. CSP process descriptions capture the
patterns of events that they can engage in, and processes interact by means of synchronising on such events. There are a
number of semantic models for CSP, based around different kinds of observations that can be made: traces (sequences of
events); divergences (internal loop); and refusals (blocking events).
The B-Method is based around machines, which encapsulate state and have operations which can query and update the
state. The semantics of a B machine is given in terms of weakest preconditions [18]. Machines can be considered as action
systems [5], and so they can also be understood as CSP processes through the use of Morgan’s CSP semantics for action
systems [20], which gives traces, divergences, and refusals for action systems. For the purposes of this paper, since we are
considering B machines as processes, we will also adopt the CSP terminology and refer to operations as events.
CSP‖B is built around the controlled component, which consists of a CSP process P in parallel with a B machineM . This is
written as P ‖ M , and is considered as the controller, or control process, P controlling the machineM .
In this section we introduce the notation for CSP controllers and B machines, and how they are combined.
2.1. Sequence notation for traces
We use the following notation in the paper. If A is a set, then A∗ is the set of finite sequences of elements of A, and A+
denotes the non-empty finite sequences of elements of A. Traces are finite sequences of events. Traces can be given explicitly
as a sequence of events between angle brackets. The empty sequence is denoted ⟨⟩, and the concatenation of sequences s
and t is denoted s a t . sn is n copies of the sequence s concatenated together, where s0 = ⟨⟩. We also allow sω as the infinite
sequence (when s ≠ ⟨⟩) of the trace s repeated infinitely. Wewrite s ⩽ t to denote that s is a prefix of t . If A is a set of events,
then s  A is the maximal (not necessarily contiguous) subsequence of s all of whose elements are in A: the projection of s
to A. The notation #t denotes the length of trace t .
These operators also lift to sets. If S, T ⊆ A∗ then we define
S a T = {s a t | s ∈ S ∧ t ∈ T }
S ⩽ T = ∀ s ∈ S. ∃ t ∈ T .s ⩽ t
s ⩽ T = ∃ t ∈ T .s ⩽ t
If S ⩽ T then we say that S is dominated by T .
We also define the downwards and upwards closure on a set of (finite and infinite) sequences S respectively as follows:
↓ S = {tr | #tr <∞ ∧ ∃ tr ′ ∈ S.tr ⩽ tr ′}
↑A S = {tr ∈ A∗ | ∃ tr ′ ∈ S.tr ′ ⩽ tr}
If the set A is implicit from the context then we may write ↑ S.
2.2. CSP controllers
Controllers will be written in a subset of the CSP process algebraic language [19,22]. We begin with the following simple
controller language for process terms:
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Definition 1 (Controller Syntax).
P ::= a → P prefix
| P1 ✷ P2 choice
| STOP deadlock
| X process variable
| µ X .P recursion
| c!v?x → P(x) channel input and output
The event a is drawn from the set of events. Events can either be pure CSP events, or correspond to operations in the
controlled B machine, as described in Section 2.3 below. P1 ✷ P2 denotes a choice between processes P1 and P2. STOP
represents termination. X is a process variable, and recursive definitions are given as µ X .P . We normally aim for recursive
definitions to be guarded, i.e. a recursive call should be preceded by an event. In a controller definition, all process variables
must be boundwithin some recursive definition: a CSP process is a termwith no free variables. Processes can also be defined
by means of equational definitions, N = P , where N is a process variable, and P is a process term (which may or may not
contain N). This is equivalent to defining N = µN.P , where N can also be used to refer to the process.
More generally, events can consist of channels communicating values. An event will then have the structure c.v, where
c is the channel name and v is the value being passed on the channel. In general, channels can carry multiple values. The
process c!v?x → P(x) denotes a process ready to output v on channel c , and to input value x at the same time. Its subsequent
behaviour is described by P(x). v and x can in general consist of tuples of outputs and inputs respectively. If either of them
are empty tuples then they can be dropped, resulting in c?x → P(x)when v is empty, and c!v → P when x is empty.
Processes P are associated with alphabets, denoted αP , which are understood as their interface — the set of events that
they can engage in. The CSP language also contains other constructs, most notably parallel composition. The process P1 ‖ P2
executes P1 and P2 concurrently: they synchronise on events in the intersection of their alphabets, but they perform other
events independently. We will use the parallel operator to combine processes with machines.
The CSP approach to semantics is to associate each process with a set of possible observations. In the traces model for CSP,
observations are traces, which are finite sequences of events. Thus traces(P) is the set of all possible sequences of events that
may be observed of some (possibly partial) execution of P . Another kind of observation is a divergence, which is a sequence
of events during or after which the process might not terminate, for example if it enters an internal loop. No guarantees can
be made about the behaviour of a process after divergence. divergences(P) is the set of all possible divergences that process
P can exhibit. The traces/divergences model for CSP associates each process with a set of traces and a set of divergences.
This paper is concerned with traces and with divergences, but other models, involving failures information, are used when
consideration of refusals and blocking is relevant. Full descriptions of the semantic models, and of the definitions of each
CSP operator, can be found in [21,22]. We give the semantics of the parallel operator explicitly since it is used in this paper:
traces(P1 ‖ P2) = {tr | tr  αP1 ∈ traces(P1)
∧ tr  αP1 ∈ traces(P1)
∧ tr ∈ (αP1 ∪ αP2)∗}
divergences(P1 ‖ P2) = ↑ {tr | tr  αP1 ∈ traces(P1)
∧ tr  αP2 ∈ divergences(P2)
∨ tr  αP2 ∈ traces(P2)
∧ tr  αP1 ∈ divergences(P1)}
The semantic models all support notions of refinement. In the traces model, P is refined by P ′ if traces(P ′) ⊆ traces(P).
This is written P ⊑T P ′. It states that any trace of P ′ must be a trace of P . Thus if all of P ’s behaviours are appropriate
in some context, then all of P ′’s behaviours must also be. In the traces/divergences model, P is refined by P ′ means that
traces(P ′) ⊆ traces(P), and divergences(P ′) ⊆ divergences(P). This is written P ⊑TD P ′. We may view these definitions as
requiring that any behaviour of P ′ is allowed by P , in the sense that P can also perform them. This approach to refinement
is retained in this paper, and is generalised to allow events to be refined by other events.
Example 1. A switch controller for a timed light that switches off after some delay is defined by a recursive equation as
follows:
SWITCH CTRL = press → light → timeout → dark → SWITCH CTRL
This represents repeated execution of: pressing the light switch, the light going on, the timeout triggering, and the light
going off. Its traces are as follows:
traces(SWITCH CTRL) =
{⟨press, light, timeout, dark⟩n | n ∈ N}
∪ {⟨press, light, timeout, dark⟩n a ⟨press⟩ | n ∈ N}
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MACHINE M
VARIABLES v
INVARIANT I
INITIALISATION T
OPERATIONS
o1 <-- op1(i1) = PRE P1 THEN S1 END;
...
on <-- opn(in) = PRE Pn THEN Sn END
END
Fig. 1. The form of a B machine.
∪ {⟨press, light, timeout, dark⟩n a ⟨press, light⟩ | n ∈ N}
∪ {⟨press, light, timeout, dark⟩n a ⟨press, light, timeout⟩ | n ∈ N}
Example traces in this set are ⟨⟩, and ⟨press, light, timeout, dark, press, light⟩.
An alternative definition is
traces(SWITCH CTRL) =↓ {⟨press, light, timeout, dark⟩ω}
Here we identify ⟨press, light, timeout, dark⟩ω as the infinite sequence of events corresponding to a complete execution of
SWITCH CTRL, and the traces are all the finite prefixes of that complete execution: all possible sequences of events that could
be observed in some finite time.
SWITCH CTRL does not diverge, so divergences(SWITCH CTRL) = ∅. In fact, for the control language given in Definition 1
any process in which all recursive calls are guarded by some event or channel input/output will have no divergences.
Recursive calls are guarded if some event must occur before the recursive call.
2.3. B machines
The B-Method [1] is structured around B-machines, which provide an encapsulation of an abstract state and operations
on that state, in an object-based style. Amachine is introduced as a series of clauses,with a name, state variables, an invariant
(a predicate, including type information) on those variables, an initialisation, and a collection of operations on the state. The
basic form of a B machine is given in Fig. 1. Machines can also have other clauses, but we are not concerned with those in
this paper. We will introduce machines in the machine-readable style, and will use the mathematical style in the text and
when reasoning about them.
The machine clauseM is the name of the machine. The variables clause gives a list of state variables. The invariant I is
a predicate on those variables, which must give their types, and can also give other constraints on their possible values and
relationships between them. The initialisation T describes the initial states of the machine. The operations clause lists the
operations the machine provides to enable update and querying of the state.
Operations are declared as out ←− op(in) = pre P then S end, where P is the precondition of the operation, S is its
body, and in and out can in general be sequences of formal parameters. The precondition P is a predicate on the inputs in to
the operation and the state of the machine v, giving the conditions under which the operation can be reliably invoked. If the
operation is called when the precondition is false then it is not guaranteed to terminate, and no guarantees are made about
any possible resulting state. This corresponds to CSP divergence. The B semantics means that operations diverge rather than
block when their preconditions are not met.
The body of the operation S is an abstract assignment describing how the state can be updated. This can include single
and concurrent updates, and nondeterministic choice. Initialisation T is also given as an abstract assignment.
A machine is consistent if its invariant I is initially true, and is preserved by all of the machine’s operations when called
within their preconditions. The B-Method uses weakest precondition semantics on the abstract assignments to establish
that machines are consistent. There are well-understood ways of establishing that a machine is consistent, and this paper is
concerned only with consistent machines (i.e. our results apply only for consistent machines).
The notation [S]I denotes the weakest precondition required for statement S to guarantee achieving postcondition I . The
abstract assignment constructions we use in this paper, and their weakest precondition semantics, are:
— assignment: x := E, which evaluates the expression E and then updates the variable x to contain that value. It has the
standard weakest precondition semantics [x := E]Q = Q [E/x]. Q [E/x] is the substitution with the expression E of all
free occurrences of x in Q .
— precondition: pre P then S endwhich executes S if P is true, but otherwise its behaviour is undetermined. The weakest
precondition to establish Q is given as (P ∧ [S]Q ): P must be true, and then also S must be guaranteed to establish Q , so
the weakest precondition for S to establish Q must also be true.
— parallel assignment: S ‖ T . In this paper we use this in the case of x := E ‖ y := F , to perform simultaneous assignments
to two different state variables. In this case we have [x := E ‖ y := F ]Q = Q [E, F/x, y], given as the simultaneous
substitution of x and y by E and F . A general treatment of parallel assignment is given in [1].
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MACHINE Switch
VARIABLES switch
INVARIANT switch : {off, on}
INITIALISATION switch := off
OPERATIONS
light =
PRE switch = off THEN switch := on END;
dark =
PRE switch = on THEN switch := off END
END
Fig. 2. The Switchmachine.
— sequential composition S; T is used for sequences of operations. We have the standard weakest precondition semantics:
[S; T ]Q = [S]([T ]Q ).
— sequences: we will also need to consider the weakest precondition for a sequence tr = ⟨S1, S2, . . . Sn⟩. We consider this
as a generalised sequential composition: [tr]Q = [S1; S2 . . . Sn]Q . Note that sequential composition is associative, so
bracketing of the sequence is not required.
The full language of abstract assignments, known as Generalised Substitution Language (GSL), also allows nondeterministic
choice (choice and any), and blocking behaviour (select). In this paperwe do not allow blocking behaviour inmachines: our
results rely on operations not blocking. This requirement is captured as the law of the excludedmiracle [18]: [S]false = false.
Behaviour that is not possible ismiraculous in the sense that it can establish false.
Morgan’s CSP semantics for action systems [20] allows traces and divergences to be defined for B machines in terms of
the sequences of operations that they can and cannot engage in, as described below.
Traces The traces of a machine M are those sequences of operations tr = ⟨a1, . . . , an⟩ which are possible for the
machine, where each ai is the operation pre Pai then Sai end. In weakest precondition semantics, an impossible
trace tr is miraculous: it establishes false, i.e. [T ; tr]false (where T is the initialisation of the machine). Hence
the negation characterises the traces of the machine:¬[T ; tr]false. Morgan’s semantics defines
traces(M) = {tr | ¬[T ; tr]false}
Operations with I/O are instantiated with input and output values to enable their treatment as events, as in
Example 3 below.
Divergences A sequence of operations tr is a divergence if the sequence of operations is not guaranteed to terminate, i.e.
¬[T ; tr]true. Thus
divergences(M) = {tr | ¬[T ; tr]true}
These two definitions provide the link between the weakest precondition semantics of the operations, and the CSP
semantics of the B machine. This definition means that calling an operation outside its precondition yields a divergence
in the CSP sense: termination cannot be guaranteed.
Example 2. The machine in Fig. 2 maintains the state of a switch.
To identify the traces we apply Morgan’s characterisation to the operations. We have that
[light]false = [pre switch = off then switch := on end]false
= switch = off ∧ [switch := on]false
= false
Similarly, [dark]false = false. Hence any sequence tr of light and dark events has that [switch := off ; tr]false = false, and
hence that tr ∈ traces(Switch). We obtain
traces(Switch) = {light, dark}∗
The divergences of Switch are those traces for which the precondition of some event is false when it is invoked. In fact this
will be all traces apart from those for which light and dark alternate. We have
divergences(Switch) = {light, dark}∗ \ ↓ {⟨light, dark⟩ω}
For example, to see that tr = ⟨light, light⟩ ∈ divergences(Switch), consider
[switch := off ; tr]true = [switch := off ; light](switch = off )
= [switch := off ](switch = off ∧ on = off )
= false
The condition¬[T ; tr]true holds in this case: tr is a divergence.
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MACHINE Account
VARIABLES balance
INVARIANT balance : NAT
INITIALISATION balance := 0
OPERATIONS
bb <-- deposit(dd) =
PRE dd : NAT
THEN bb := balance + dd
|| balance := balance + dd
END;
bb <-- withdraw(dd) =
PRE dd : NAT & dd <= balance
THEN bb := balance - dd
|| balance := balance - dd
END
END
Fig. 3. The Account machine.
Example 3. The machine of Fig. 3 maintains the balance of a cash account. The balance can be changed by means of a
deposit operation or awithdraw operation, which respectively add and remove amounts from the account, and in each case
also output the resulting balance.
Traces of Account will consist of sequences of deposit andwithdraw together with inputs and outputs given by the bodies
of the operations. An example trace is
⟨deposit.20.20 , deposit.50.70 , withdraw.5.65⟩
consisting of two deposits followed by one withdrawal. The traces of a machine will be all those sequences of operations
and inputs where the outputs are given by the operation definitions: in each case returning the remaining balance.
A sequence will diverge if an operation is called outside its precondition. This can occur either if the operation is called
in an inappropriate state, or if the operation is called with inappropriate input. In either case, any arbitrary output can occur
since nothing is guaranteed once a machine has diverged. An example divergence of Account is
⟨deposit.20.20 , deposit.50.70 , withdraw.100.23⟩
The withdrawal of 100 against a balance of 70 violates the precondition ofwithdraw and causes the machine to diverge, and
so any arbitrary output can occur.
Refinement
Refinement may be considered between two machines M and M ′. In standard B refinement, M and M ′ have the same
interface: the same operations, with the same signatures for each operation, though the definitions of the operations will
be different. A linking invariant J is a predicate on the (disjoint) states of M and M ′ together. It is used to capture the
relationship between them, in order to identify when an abstract state is matched by a concrete state. The relationship J
must be established by the initialisations, and preserved by all operations. What this means is that for any operation awith
definition pre Pa then Sa end inM , and pre P ′a then S ′a end inM ′, we have a proof obligation:
I ∧ J ∧ Pa ⇒ P ′a ∧ [S ′a]¬[Sa]¬J
This requires that for any valid state of M (i.e. where I holds) corresponding to a state of M ′ (i.e. J holds): if a is enabled in
M (i.e. Pa holds), then a should be enabled inM ′ (i.e. P ′a holds), and any step of a inM ′ (performed by S ′a) should be matched
by a step of a inM .
TheB-Methoduses arefines clause in a refinementmachine to include thenameof the refinedmachine. It also introduces
refinement machines with the keywords refinement or implementation rather than machine, to clarify the refinement
process. For the purposes of this paper we can consider all such components asmachines.Wewill use themachine keyword
throughout, and drop the refinementand refines keywords for simplicity.
Example 4 (A refinement of Switch). Consider the refinement of Switch given in Fig. 4, in which the state variable switch′ is
an integer tracking the total number of operations: The linking invariant J relates switch and switch′, stating that (switch =
off ⇔ switch′ mod 2 = 0). For example, the abstract state switch = off corresponds to the refinement state switch′ = 104.
In such a case, light is enabled in Switch, and we see that the operation light in Switch′ is matched by the operation light in
Switch. This means that the resulting states (switch = on, and switch′ = 105) are again related by J . Formally, the proof
obligation I ∧ J ∧ Pa ⇒ P ′a ∧ [S ′a]¬[Sa]¬J is straightforward to check for the operations light and dark. Note also that the
initial states are related through the linking invariant.
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MACHINE Switch’
VARIABLES switch’
INVARIANT switch’ : NAT
& (switch = off <=> switch’ mod 2 = 0)
INITIALISATION switch := 0
OPERATIONS
light =
PRE true THEN switch’ := switch’ + 1 END;
dark =
PRE true THEN switch’ := switch’ + 1 END
END
Fig. 4. The Switch′ machine.
MACHINE Account’
VARIABLES balance’
INVARIANT balance’ : NAT & (balance = balance’ - 250)
INITIALISATION balance’ := 250
OPERATIONS
bb <-- deposit(dd) =
PRE dd : NAT
THEN bb := balance’ + dd - 250
|| balance’ := balance’ + dd
END;
bb <-- withdraw(dd) =
PRE dd : NAT
THEN bb := max {balance’ - dd - 250, 0}
|| balance’ := max {balance’ - dd , 0}
END
END
Fig. 5. The Account ′ machine.
For operations that have input and output, establishing refinement requires that the outputs match, as well as the states.
For an operation whose declaration is out ←− a(in) the proof obligation will be
I ∧ J ∧ Pa ⇒ P ′a ∧ [S ′a[out ′/out]]¬[Sa]¬(J ∧ out ′ = out)
The concrete output has been renamed (in S ′a) to out ′ so that the abstract and concrete versions of the output can be
distinguished; and the requirement is that they should then match.
Example 5 (A Refinement of Account). Wenow introduce a refined version of Account which allows an overdraft of 250. This
is modelled by introducing an additional 250 into the balance, but reporting the balance minus that amount. A request to
withdraw will never diverge, but will not take the balance below 250 overdrawn. The resulting Account ′ machine is given
in Fig. 5.
The linking invariant J is balance = balance′− 250, relating the abstract and refined versions of the account balance. The
operations deposit andwithdrawmeet the refinement proof obligation. For example, in the case ofwithdraw, the obligation
becomes
(balance = balance′ − 250) ∧ (dd ⩽ balance)
⇒ [bb′ := max{balance′ − dd− 250}‖balance′ := max{balance′ − dd− 250}]
¬[bb := balance− dd‖balance := balance− dd]
¬(balance = balance′ − 250) ∧ bb′ = bb)
In the concrete case, we havemax{balance′−dd−250, 0} = balance′−dd−250 and so bb′ = bb. The abstract and concrete
outputs will be the same whenever withdraw is called from linked states in which its abstract precondition is true.
2.4. Controlled components
A component consists of a controller definition P and an associated B machine M . For a controller and a machine to be
associated, we require that the operations a in the machine must correspond to events of the same name a in the controller.
Operations outa ←− a(ina) are matched by complementary channel communications a!ina?outa in the controller: input ina
to themachine is provided by (i.e. an output from) the controller; and output outa is read by (i.e. input to) the controller. The
alphabet αM of the machine is given by its set of operations. We require that αM ⊆ αP: that every machine operation also
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occurs in the controller. However, a controller may also use CSP events not included in the machine, for interacting with
other parts of a larger system, or with its environment.
Morgan’s CSP semantics gives a way of using the standard semantics of B machines to consider them as CSP processes,
and treating them within the CSP framework. This enables us to give P ‖ M a CSP semantics.
Example 6. The controller SWITCH CTRL from Example 1 may be combined with the Switchmachine of Example 2 to yield
the controlled component
SWITCH CTRL ‖ Switch
In this controlled component, the events press and timeout only involve the CSP controller, and the B machine does not
participate. Conversely, light and dark are synchronisations involving both controller and machine. The semantics for CSP
parallel yields that
traces(SWITCH CTRL ‖ Switch) = ↓ {⟨press, light, timeout, dark⟩ω}
divergences(SWITCH CTRL ‖ Switch) = ∅
None of the divergences of Switch are traces of SWITCH CTRL, and so the combination has no divergences. The controller
ensures that all the B operations are called within their preconditions.
3. The basic refinement framework without I/O
Controlled components have CSP semantics, and so the CSP definitions of refinement are applicable. The refinement
assertions P1 ‖ M1 ⊑T P2 ‖ M2 and P1 ‖ M1 ⊑TD P2 ‖ M2 are therefore well-defined in terms of the traces model and the
traces/divergences model for CSP. Furthermore, the monotonicity of the parallel operator means that a refinement of either
component yields a refinement of the combination P ‖ M , in either model.
In this section, we generalise the standard approach to CSP refinement by considering the refinement of events by sets
of sequences of events. This notion of refinement is formally captured using implementation mappings, which map events
to the sets of sequences that refine them. Notions of refinement between CSP processes are defined with reference to
implementation mappings, retaining the philosophy of CSP refinement: that each concrete behaviour should correspond
to some abstract behaviour. We introduce a notion of traces refinement, which relate abstract and concrete traces;
and we introduce traces/divergences refinement, which also considers the divergence behaviour of processes. We also
generalise refinement on B machines to include implementation mappings, requiring concrete sequences to be matched
by corresponding abstract events. The aim of the section is to introduce the approach to event refinement, and to obtain
compositionality results: that refinement relationships between controllers and between machines is sufficient to ensure
refinement between their parallel combination.
To develop the basic framework we begin by considering pure operations and events, without any input or output
communication on them. This enables us to focus on the sequences of events that we wish to consider. The fully general
case involving input/output events will be introduced in Section 4.
3.1. Implementation mappings
We can now give a definition of refinement between two components P ‖ M and P ′ ‖ M ′. The key underlying idea is
that whenever an event in an abstract controller P is substituted by sequences of concrete events in a concrete controller’s
execution P ′, and the new concrete events correspond to B operations in a machine M ′, then we can guarantee that the
concrete controlled component is a refinement of the abstract one. We will see that care needs to be taken when we re-use
operations fromM in the concrete component.
In this paper we generalise the initial approach of [26] which mapped each abstract event to a single concrete sequence.
By generalising here to sets of concrete sequences we allow events to be refined by choices as well as individual sequences.
The approach also allows for an abstract event to be refined by the empty sequence: this would be appropriate if nothing
needs to be done at the concrete level to match the effect of the abstract event. Example 15 later in the paper illustrates this.
We introduce the notion of an implementation mapping in Definition 2 below. Such a mapping will be needed for each
proposed component refinement.
Definition 2 (Implementation Mapping for Events). An implementation mapping is a function imp ∈ A → P(C∗), from
abstract events to sets of concrete sequences of events.
Wewill assumewithout loss of generality that A and C are disjoint.Wherewewish to reuse an event name at the abstract
and concrete level we can consider there to be two copies of the event, one in A and one in C .
Observe that implementationmappings are different to CSP alphabet renaming, whichmap events to single events rather
than to sequences or sets of sequences.
We now define a mapping from abstract traces to sets of concrete traces.
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Definition 3 (Implementation Mapping). Given an implementationmapping imp, the function φimp : A∗ → P(C∗) is defined
as follows:
φimp(⟨⟩) = {⟨⟩} φimp(⟨a⟩ a tr) = imp(a) a φimp(tr)
If the mapping imp is clear from the context, then it may be elided and we write φ(tr).
3.2. Refinement
Having identified correspondences between abstract and concrete traces, through the function φimp, we are now in a
position to define a corresponding notion of refinement. The intuition behind this definition is that φimp(tr) is the concrete
translation of an abstract trace tr , and so it captures the concrete traces that are ‘allowed’ by tr: those traces of a concrete
process which correspond to the abstract trace tr . The concrete traces allowed by an abstract process P will be the union of
all the translations of all of P ’s traces. This definition then defines a concrete process P ′ to be a refinement of P if all of the
traces of P ′ are allowed by the traces of P .
Definition 4 (Trace Refinement Relative to imp).
P ⊑Timp P ′ iff traces(P ′) ≤

tr∈traces(P)
φimp(tr)
Observe that if imp is the identity function (strictly, that imp(a) = {⟨a⟩}), then P ⊑Timp P ′ is simply trace refinement.
Example 7. Consider imp(a) = {⟨c, d⟩, ⟨e, f ⟩}, and
P = a → STOP P ′ = (c → d → STOP) ✷ (e → f → STOP)
Then P ⊑Timp P ′. We have:
traces(P ′) = {⟨⟩, ⟨c⟩, ⟨c, d⟩, ⟨e⟩, ⟨e, f ⟩}
tr∈traces(P)
φimp(tr) = {⟨⟩, ⟨c, d⟩, ⟨e, f ⟩}
and the condition of Definition 4 applies. Every trace of P ′ is an implementation of a trace of P .
Note that refinement with respect to an implementation mapping is not preserved by parallel composition, as the
following example illustrates:
Example 8. Consider imp(a) = imp(b) = {⟨c⟩}, and
P1 = a → STOP P2 = b → STOP P ′1 = P ′2 = c → STOP
Observe that P1 ⊑Timp P ′1 and P2 ⊑Timp P ′2. However P1 ‖ P2 = STOP , and also P ′1 ‖ P ′2 = c → STOP , so the refinement relation
does not hold between P1 ‖ P2 and P ′1 ‖ P ′2: we have ⟨c⟩ ∈ traces(P ′1 ‖ P ′2) but ⟨c⟩ ∉ φimp(traces(P1 ‖ P2)).
We now obtain the following result which allows refinement of a controlled component to be deduced from the
appropriate refinement relation between controllers. Although this result is true for trivial reasons, it has been included to
exemplify the kind of compositionality result we aim for.Wewill establish similar (but non-trivial) results in other semantic
models.
Lemma 1. If P ⊑Timp P ′ then P ‖ M ⊑Timp P ′ ‖ M ′
Proof. traces(P ‖ M) = traces(P) and traces(P ′ ‖ M ′) = traces(P ′) in this case, since traces(M) = αM∗ and traces(M ′) =
αM ′∗ because there is no I/O, and no blocking on the events. 
In the traces model, B machines without I/O and without blocking all have the same semantics: all possible traces. Thus this
theorem requires consideration only of the relationship between P and P ′.
The mapping imp can also be used to transform a CSP process description to a CSP process which is a refinement. Here
we map a particular event to a choice between processes for each of the corresponding traces.
Definition 5 (Mapping Abstract to Concrete Processes). If imp : A → P(C∗) is an implementation mapping, then we define
the mappingΘimp on CSP process descriptions as follows:
Θimp(STOP) = STOP
Θimp(a → P) = ✷tr∈imp(a) Pref (tr,Θimp(P))
Θimp(P1 ✷ P2) = Θimp(P1) ✷ Θimp(P2)
Θimp(X) = X
Θimp(µ X .P) = µ X .Θimp(P)
where Pref (⟨⟩,Q ) = Q
Pref ((⟨b⟩ a tr,Q ) = b → Pref (tr,Q )
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Example 9. Consider imp(a) = {⟨c, d⟩, ⟨e, f ⟩}, and imp(b) = {⟨c, e⟩}. Consider the process µ X .a → b → X . Then
Θ(µ X .a → b → X)
= µ X .Θ(a → b → X)
= µ X .(Pref (⟨c, d⟩,Θ(b → X)) ✷ Pref (⟨e, f ⟩,Θ(b → X))
= µ X .((c → d → Θ(b → X) ✷ (e → f → Θ(b → X))
= µ X .((c → d → c → e → Θ(X)) ✷ (e → f → c → e → Θ(X)))
= µ X .((c → d → c → e → X) ✷ (e → f → c → e → X))
The full expansion of Θ(b → X) is ✷tr∈{⟨c,e⟩} Pref (tr,Θ(X)). This is a singleton choice (i.e. a general choice with only
one branch), so is equivalent in CSP to the single process that may be chosen: Pref (⟨c, e⟩,Θ(X)), so we have made this
simplification in the relevant steps above.
ThemappingΘ has been constructed to yield the following theorem: that the result of the transformation is a refinement
of the original process.
Theorem 1. ∀ imp, P . P ⊑Timp Θimp(P)
This is proved by structural induction on P . The proof is in Appendix A.2.
Example 10. This example shows how our notion of refinement, with respect to an implementation mapping, can be used
to introduce design detail into a specification. The example is inspired by the mechanical press controller introduced by
Abrial in [3]. We first identify basic events that provide the minimum information required to represent the behaviour of
starting and stopping a car.
Consider the following events: treat start motor (with concrete version tsm) that turns on the starter motor,motor start
that turns on the engine, and conversely motor stop that turns off the engine. We then define the process Car to represent
a possible pattern of behaviour:
Car = treat start motor → motor start → motor stop → Car
In our refinement wewish tomodel the user interaction of turning a keywhich eventually results in starting the engine, and
in older cars this sometimes required the additional manual intervention of turning a crank. In our model we will introduce
the event turn start key (tsk) to represent the notion of the user wanting to start the car and the event crank to represent
manual intervention by the user. We will allow up to two failures of the starter motor before manual intervention may be
required. A further event treat start motor false (tsmf) is introduced to represent failure of the starter motor. This notion of
a specific action resulting in a reaction is described in [3] as an action/reaction pattern.
We define an appropriate implementation mapping as follows:
imp(motor start) = {⟨motor start⟩}
imp(motor stop) = {⟨motor stop⟩}
imp(treat start motor) = {⟨tsk, tsm⟩,
⟨tsk, tsmf , tsk, tsm⟩,
⟨tsk, tsmf , tsk, tsmf , crank, tsm⟩}
Then Car ′ defined asΘimp(Car) can be rewritten to the following (with some rewriting of the external choice permitted
by CSP laws). Theorem 1 above ensures that Car ′ is a refinement of Car .
Car ′ = tsk → (tsm → motor start → motor stop → Car ′
✷ tsmf → tsk → (tsm → motor start → motor stop → Car ′
✷ tsmf → crank → tsm →
motor start → motor stop → Car ′))
Notice thatwe have retained performing the treat start motor event following the crank event.We could also have provided
a refinement where, after performing crank, the motor started automatically. We do not have to retain the event being
refined in the implementation mapping in all its corresponding concrete sequences (or even at all).
3.3. Refining B machines
Nowwe consider what it means to refine a Bmachine in the context of an implementationmapping imp. This will enable
the introduction of new operations during the refinement process. We first define weakest preconditions on sequences of
operations:
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Definition 6. The weakest precondition for a sequence to establish a postcondition I is defined inductively as follows:
[⟨⟩]I = I
[⟨a⟩ a tr]I = [a]([tr]I)
This definition applies to traces which include events e not in the alphabet of a machine M . Such events have no effect on
the machine state, and so in such cases we define [e]I = I . It follows that [tr]I = [tr  αM]I .
Definition 7 (Refinement of B Machines). IfM andM ′ have linking invariant J , then
M ⊑Bimp M ′ iff ∀ a ∈ dom(imp), tr ∈ imp(a) . I ∧ J ∧ P ⇒ [tr]¬[a]¬J
This states that any imp trace refinement is respected in the B machine: any sequence of operations corresponding to
a matches the operation a. It is complementary to the trace notion of refinement ⊑Timp, which requires that only concrete
sequences of operations corresponding to abstract ones should be possible.
3.4. Traces/divergences
Nowwewish to generalise the notion of refinement so that it works for refinement in the traces/divergencesmodel. This
requires one further construction: the set of non-empty prefixes of concrete traces.
Definition 8. Given an implementation mapping imp : A → P(C∗) and a ∈ A, we define imp+(a) = ↓ imp(a) \ {⟨⟩}.
This is used in the definition of themappingψ to follow. Thismapping identifies all concrete sequences relating precisely
to an abstract sequence of events, rather than a prefix of it. This definitionwill be used in Theorem 3with regard to the point
at which a concrete trace diverges.
Definition 9 (Subsequence Implementation Mapping). The function ψimp : A∗ → P(C∗) is defined as follows:
ψimp(⟨⟩) = {⟨⟩} ψimp(tr a ⟨a⟩) = φimp(tr) a imp+(a)
Example 11. Consider
imp(a) = {⟨c, d⟩, ⟨e, f ⟩}
imp(b) = {⟨c, e⟩}
Then
ψimp(⟨a, b⟩) = {⟨c, d, c⟩, ⟨c, d, c, e⟩, ⟨e, f , c⟩, ⟨e, f , c, e⟩}
We see thatψimp(⟨a, b⟩) are those traces that correspond to the full sequence ⟨a, b⟩, and not just prefixes of it. Thus we have
the sequences associated with a followed by non-empty parts of the sequences associated with b.
ψimp will be used to capture a definition of traces/divergences refinement. We will write ψ whenever imp is clear from
the context.
Definition 10 (Traces/Divergences Refinement with Respect to Imp). If imp is an implementation mapping, then
P ⊑TDimp P ′ iff P ⊑Timp P ′ (1)
∧ divergences(P ′) ⊆↑αP ′
 
tr∈divergences(P)
ψ(tr)

(2)
This states that any divergence of P ′ must correspond to a divergence of P: given a divergent trace tr of P , ψ(tr) gives the
corresponding divergences of P ′. Thus if event a introduces divergence, then divergence can be introduced anywhere along
imp(a) from the first event onwards. These are exactly the sequences in ψ(tr).
Example 12. Continuing Example 11 above, if ⟨a, b⟩ is an abstract divergence, then ψimp(⟨a, b⟩) is the set of concrete
divergences ‘allowed’ by ⟨a, b⟩. In other words, if the abstract system diverges on performance of the event b, having
previously performed a, then the concrete system can diverge at some point after the start of a sequence associated with b.
Example 13. Consider imp(a) = imp(b) = {⟨c, d⟩, ⟨e, f ⟩}. Let
P = a → (a → P ✷ b →⊥)
P ′ = (c → d → e → f → P ′) ✷ (e → f → c →⊥)
[⊥ is shorthand for µ X .X , a process that immediately diverges.] Then we obtain P ⊑TDimp P ′. Every trace of P ′ is reflected in
some trace of P , and every divergence of P ′ also is allowed by a divergence of P .
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We obtain a similar result to Theorem 1, this time for traces/divergences, again proved by structural induction over P .
Theorem 2. ∀ imp, P . P ⊑TDimp Θimp(P).
The previous definitions have laid the groundwork for the following result, which is the key compositionality property
we have been working towards. This theorem states that in a controlled component, the CSP controller, and the B machine
can each be refined independently to yield an overall refinement.
Theorem 3 (Trace Divergence Refinement in Controlled Components). If P ⊑TDimp P ′ and M ⊑Bimp M ′ then P ‖ M ⊑TDimp P ′ ‖ M ′.
Proof. We know
traces(P ′) ⊆ ↓
 
tr∈traces(P)
φ(tr)

(3)
traces(M ′) = (αM ′)∗ where αM ′ ⊆ αP ′ (4)
traces(M) = (αM)∗ where αM ⊆ αP (5)
Then consider tr ′ ∈ divergences(P ′ ‖ M ′). Then let tr ′0 be the minimal divergent prefix of tr ′. From the definition of⊑TDimp
refinement it is sufficient to establish that tr ′0 ∈↑ ψ(tr0) for some tr0 ∈ divergences(P ‖ M).
By the divergence semantics of the parallel operator, there are two possibilities for how the divergence tr ′0 has arisen:
from a divergence of P ′ or from a divergence ofM ′:
— Case tr ′0 ∈ divergences(P ′) and tr ′0  αM ′ ∈ traces(M ′). Then from the fact that P ⊑TDimp P ′, there is some tr0 ∈
divergences(P) such that tr ′0 ∈↑ (ψ(tr0)). Then tr0  αM ∈ traces(M). Thus tr0 ∈ divergences(P ‖ M), which establishes
the case.
— Case tr ′0 ∈ traces(P ′) and tr ′0  αM ′ ∈ divergences(M ′). Then let tr0 be a minimal trace of P such that tr ′0 ⩽ φ(tr0). The
divergence of M ′ must have come from a trace of M , which must itself be a divergence, since M ′ is a refinement of M .
(Lemma 3 included in the Appendix A establishes this result).
Thus, it follows that that tr0  αM ∈ divergences(M) by Lemma 3. Also tr ∈ traces(P), and so tr0 ∈ divergences(P ‖ M).
Also, tr ′0 ∈ ψ(tr0), since tr0 is minimal. Therefore tr ′0 ∈↑ψ(tr0), which establishes the case. 
Theorem 3, unlike Lemma 1, requires the refinement relationship to hold between the component machines. When
only traces are considered, internal states of the machines do not affect the semantics of the parallel combination, so
refinement relies purely on the CSP controllers. However, when divergences are also considered, then divergent behaviour
(corresponding to an operation being called outside its precondition) is reflected in the semantics. Hence refinement of a
controlled component requires that the states of the machines match, so the concrete machine can diverge only where the
abstract machine description allows it.
Example 14. ConsiderM ⊑Bimp M ′ where
— imp(a) = {⟨b, c⟩}; imp(w) = {⟨v⟩}; where a, b, and c are machine operations and w and v are not;
— MachineM has operation:
a = BEGIN nn := nn+ 4 END;
— MachineM ′ has
b = pre even(mm) then mm := mm+ 1 end, and
c = pre ¬even(mm) then mm := mm+ 3 end.
In this example an event can be refined to a sequence of events.M ′ does contain divergences (e.g. ⟨b, b⟩ or ⟨b, c, c⟩), but the
refinement betweenM andM ′ is in the context of imp so only those sequences ofM ′ which are the image of some abstract
sequence need to be considered. Therefore, we need only to show that refining a by the sequence of operations (b; c) is an
appropriate B refinement, achieved in practice by discharging the proof obligation identified in Definition 7. An appropriate
J would be nn = mm. We could equally have reused nn inM ′. Divergent sequences of operations such as (b; b) and (b; c; c)
are not relevant since they cannot arise from an application of imp to an abstract trace.
Consider an abstract trace tr = ⟨a,w, a⟩. Then φ(tr) = {⟨b, c, v, b, c⟩}. If tr  αM = ⟨a, a⟩ is not a divergence ofM , then
φ(tr)  αM ′ = ⟨b, c, b, c⟩ is not a divergence ofM ′ by the contrapositive of Lemma 3.
Now define P = a → w → P . ThenΘimp(P) = P ′ = b → c → v → P ′. We have P ⊑TDimp P ′ from Theorem 2. Theorem 3
then yields that P ‖ M ⊑TDimp P ′ ⊑ M ′.
Example 15. Recall Example 10 which illustrated the behaviour of a car starter motor. In this example, we revise the
example to include an explicit state. We restrict our focus to the starting of the engine, and will not refine the stopping
of the engine. Tracking the state explicitly allows us to model the fact that the starter motor is not always running once the
engine is switched on. We associate the treat start motor and motor start events with B operations, as shown in the CarM
machine in Fig. 6. Observe that themotor start operation turns off the starter motor when it starts the engine.
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MACHINE CarM
VARIABLES startMotor, engine
INVARIANT
startMotor : {on, off} &
engine : {on,off}
OPERATIONS
treat_start_motor =
PRE engine = off &
startMotor = off
THEN startMotor := on
END;
motor_start =
PRE engine = off &
startMotor = on
THEN startMotor := off ||
engine := on
END
END
MACHINE CarM’
VARIABLES startMotorR, engineR
INVARIANT
startMotorR : {on, off} &
engineR : {on,off}
OPERATIONS
treat_start_motor (as previous);
motor_start (as previous);
treat_start_motor_false =
PRE engineR = off &
startMotorR = off
THEN skip
END;
crank =
PRE engineR = off &
startMotorR = off
THEN engineR := on
END
END
Fig. 6. Car Machine examples.
In the refinement we change our notion of crank and also associate the crank event with a corresponding B operation in
the CarM ′machine.Whenmanual intervention occurs the engine is turned onwithout having to go through the intermediate
step of turning on the starter motor. Therefore, we identify an alternative implementation mapping as follows:
imp(motor start) = {⟨⟩}
imp(motor stop) = {⟨motor stop⟩}
imp(tsm) = {⟨tsk, tsm,motor start⟩,
⟨tsk, tsmf , tsk, tsm,motor start⟩,
⟨tsk, tsmf , tsk, tsmf , crank⟩}
Recall the definition of Car from Example 10:
Car = tsm → motor start → motor stop → Car
Here we define Car ′ = Θimp(Car) for the implementation mapping above. We then obtain
Car ′ = tsk → (tsm → motor start → motor stop → Car ′)
✷ (tsmf → tsk → (tsm → motor start → motor stop → Car ′)
✷ (tsmf → crank → motor stop → Car ′))
Since Car ′ = Θimp(Car) the refinement Car ⊑TDimp Car ′ holds by application of Theorem 2.
The refinement step itself expands the interface of the system in order to incorporate the notion of manual intervention.
We have introduced different kinds of events, both B events and also control events not shared by the B machine. In order
to show that Car ′ ‖ CarM ′ is an appropriate refinement of Car ‖ CarM , we will apply Theorem 3. We must show that the
machines are refinements of each other by applying Definition 7. The linking invariant J required to meet the condition of
Definition 7 is the following:
J = (startMotor = off ∧ startMotorR = off
∧ engine = engineR)
∨
(startMotor = on ∧ startMotorR = off
∧ engine = off ∧ engineR = on)
Thus, for each operation related to an event in the domain of imp it is straightforward to show that the corresponding
sequences of concrete operations are appropriate refinements of the operations. For example, the proof obligation for the
sequence ⟨tsk, tsm,motor start⟩ implementing treat start motor , arising from Definition 7 is
I ∧ J ∧ Ptreat start motor ⇒ [⟨tsk, tsm,motor start⟩]¬[treat start motor]¬J
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Fig. 7. Relating abstract and concrete states in the Car example.
This can be checked by calculation:
[⟨tsk, tsm,motor start⟩]¬[treat start motor]¬J
= [⟨tsk, tsm,motor start⟩]
¬(engine = off ∧ startMotor = off ∧ ¬J[on/start motor])
= engineR = off ∧ startMotorR = off ∧
(¬(engine = off ∧ startMotor = off
∧ ¬J[on/start motor][off , on/startMotorR, engineR]
= engineR = off ∧ startMotorR = off
∧ ((engine = off ) ∧ (startMotor = off ))⇒
(on = off ∧ off = off ∧ engine = on)
∨ (on = on ∧ off = off ∧ engine = off ∧ on = on)
= engineR = off ∧ startMotorR = off
⇐ (engine = off ∧ startMotor = off ) ∧ J
⇐ I ∧ J ∧ Ptreat start motor
as required.
Fig. 7 shows how the abstract and concrete states are related when operations are called within their preconditions. We
need not relate all the CSP events with B operations in a refinement step, and this is illustrated by the introduction of the
turn start key event. In the weakest precondition proof turn start key corresponds to the AMN statement skip.
This example has shown that new events can be introduced in a refinement and do not have any corresponding abstract
operations, and also that new events can correspond to new operations.
4. The machine refinement framework with I/O
We begin by focusing on the B framework. Our form of interface refinement in the context of operation input and output
means that the input and output values across the operations need to be related. In this context the implementationmapping
imp : A → P(C∗) has C as CSP channel names, corresponding to B operation names. C does not include input and output
values explicitly.
4.1. Refining B operations
For a given event a with cs = ⟨c1, . . . , cn⟩ ∈ imp(a), let ina be the sequence of input variables to a, and outa be the
sequence of output variables for a, i.e. the declaration of a is outa ←− a(ina). We assume that all operations have disjoint
input and output variable names.
An interface refinement for a will relate the abstract and concrete input variables, and also the output variables. The
relationships can be formalised with a relation rin,a relating the abstract and concrete input variables, and a relationship
rout,a relating the abstract and concrete output variables. These relations may be thought of as linking invariants for the
inputs and for the outputs. We will use r to abbreviate the collection of all the rin,a and rout,a.
We generalise Definition 7. The refinement relation iswith respect both to themapping imp and the collection of relations
r:
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MACHINE Times3
OPERATIONS
yy <-- triple(xx) =
PRE xx : NAT
THEN yy := 3 * xx
END
END
MACHINE Times3R
OPERATIONS
zz <-- tripleR(ww) =
PRE ww : 0..4
THEN zz := (ww * 3) mod 5
END
END
Fig. 8. Tripling, modulo 5.
MACHINE Counter
VARIABLES totcm, num
INVARIANT totcm : NAT
& num : NAT
INITIALISATION totcm := 0
|| num := 0
OPERATIONS
add(nn) =
PRE nn : NAT
THEN totcm := totcm + nn
|| num := num + 1
END;
me <-- mean =
PRE num > 0
THEN me := totcm / num
END
END
MACHINE CounterR
VARIABLES totmmR, numR
INVARIANT totmmR : NAT
& numR : NAT
& num = numR
& 10*totcm - 5*num <= totmmR
& totmmR <= 10*totcm + 5*num
INITIALISATION totmmR := 0
|| numR := 0
OPERATIONS
addR(nnR) =
PRE nnR : NAT
THEN totmmR := totmmR + nnR
END;
countR =
BEGIN
numR := numR + 1
END;
meR <-- meanR =
BEGIN
meR := totmmR / (10 * numR)
END
END
Fig. 9. Change of unit.
Definition 11 (Refinement of Operations within B Machines). IfM andM ′ have linking invariant J then
M ⊑Bimp,r M ′iff
∀ a ∈ αM, cs ∈ imp(a) . rin,a ∧ I ∧ J ∧ Pa ⇒ [cs]¬[a]¬(J ∧ rout,a)
4.2. Examples illustrating aspects of Definition 11
Example 16 (Implementation Modulo 5). The example in Fig. 8 considers a change in data representation, resulting in a loss
of information (i.e. losing the complete input and output values and only retaining themmodulo 5) but in a way that allows
refinement. Our single operation multiplies an input by 3 and returns the result. If we wish to refine this so that all values
aremodulo 5, then the refined operationmay be used. This only inputs and outputs valuesmodulo 5. The relations on inputs
and on outputs capture this relationship: input of an abstract value is implemented by the input of that value modulo 5, and
the resulting output will be the abstract output, modulo 5. The resulting proof obligation can be discharged to establish the
refinement relationship.
Times3R is a refinement of Times with imp(triple) = {⟨tripleR⟩} and the following definitions, which together satisfy the
condition of Definition 11:
J = true rin,triple : ww = xx mod 5 rout,triple : zz = yy mod 5
Example 17 (Change of Unit). In the example of Fig. 9, we change the units (i.e. the degree of sensitivity) being read by the
system from centimetres to millimetres, but retain the use of centimetres in outputs.
CounterR is a refinement of Counter under the following conditions:
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The imp function giving implementations of the abstract operations is as follows:
imp(add) = {⟨addR, countR⟩, ⟨countR, addR⟩}
imp(mean) = {⟨meanR⟩}
For the add operation, we capture the relationship between the inputs at abstract and concrete levels:
rin,add = 10nn− 5 ≤ nnR ≤ 10nn+ 5
Formean, the relationship is on outputs:
rout,mean = me− 1 ⩽ meR ⩽ me+ 1
The linking invariant is
J = (num = numR) ∧ (10 ∗ totcm− 5 ∗ num ⩽ totmmR ⩽ 10 ∗ totcm+ 5 ∗ num)
The condition of Definition 11 is met by these definitions, for both add, andmean.
To establish this for ⟨addR, countR⟩ ∈ imp(add) the steps are as follows:
[addR; countR]¬[totcm := totcm+ nn‖num := num+ 1]¬J
= [addR; countR]((num+ 1 = numR) ∧
(10 ∗ (totcm+ nn)− 5 ∗ (num+ 1) ⩽ totmmR ∧
totmmR ⩽ 10 ∗ (totcm+ nn)+ 5 ∗ (num+ 1)))
= ((num+ 1 = numR+ 1) ∧
(10 ∗ (totcm+ nn)− 5 ∗ (num+ 1) ⩽ totmmR+ nnR ∧
totmmR+ nnR ⩽ 10 ∗ (totcm+ nn)+ 5 ∗ (num+ 1)))
⇐ J ∧ (10 ∗ nn− 5 ⩽ nnR ⩽ 10 ∗ nn+ 5)
= J ∧ rin,add
The steps are identical for ⟨countR, addR⟩ ∈ imp(add), thus covering all sequences in imp(add).
For ⟨meanR⟩ ∈ imp(mean) the reasoning is as follows:
[meanR]¬[me := totcm/num]¬(J ∧ rout,mean)
= [meR := totmmR/(10 ∗ numR)]
(J ∧ num ≠ 0 ∧ totcm/num− 1 ⩽ meR ⩽ totcm/num+ 1)
= (J ∧ num ≠ 0
∧ (totcm/num)− 1 ⩽ totmmR/(10 ∗ numR) ⩽ (totcm/num)+ 1)
⇐ J ∧ Pmean ∧ (10 ∗ totcm− 5 ∗ num ⩽ totmmR ⩽ 10 ∗ totcm+ 5 ∗ num)
= J ∧ Pmean
Example 18 (Distributing Inputs). This example illustrates an abstract operation with two input parameters being imple-
mented by two operations each accepting one of the inputs. We describe a sensor machine that is taking temperature and
pressure readings at particular points in a single operation. This can be refined by a machine that takes temperature and
pressure readings in separate operations. Our implementation mapping imp ensures that the readings match.
In Fig. 10, SensorR is a refinement of Sensor with the following definitions:
imp(update) = {⟨updatet, updatep⟩, ⟨updatep, updatet⟩}
rin,update : dt = dt1 ∧ dp = dp1
Observe that the proof obligation requires only that the abstract and refinedmachine statesmatch at the end of the sequence
of concrete operations. The refinement machine will pass through states that need not match the abstract state.
4.3. Trace refinement for processes
Given an implementation mapping imp and relations rin,a, rout,a, we can define a refinement relation on processes that
incorporates the input and output values.
Given a particular relation on inputs rin,a (as used in the machine refinement), and where ⟨c1, . . . , cn⟩ ∈ imp(a) we will
define the sequences of concrete eventswith their inputs and outputs, associatedwith an abstract I/O event a.v.w, where v is
the input to a, andw is the output. Themapping imp lifts to amapping imp′which gives the set of all sequences corresponding
to a particular I/O event:
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MACHINE Sensor
VARIABLES tt, pp
INVARIANT tt : NAT
& pp : NAT
INITIALISATION tt :: NAT
|| pp :: NAT
OPERATIONS
update(dt,dp) =
PRE dt : NAT & dp : NAT
THEN tt := tt + dt
|| pp := pp + dp
END
END
MACHINE SensorR
VARIABLES rrR, ppR
INVARIANT ttR : NAT & ppR : NAT
& ttR = tt & ppR = pp
INITIALISATION ttR :: NAT
|| ppR :: NAT
OPERATIONS
updatet(dt1) =
PRE dt1 : NAT
THEN ttR := ttR + dt1
END;
updatep(dp1) =
PRE dp1 : NAT
THEN ppR := ppR + dp1
END
END
Fig. 10. Distributing inputs.
Definition 12.
imp′(a.v.w) = {⟨c1.v1.w1, . . . , cn.vn.wn⟩ | ⟨c1, . . . , cn⟩ ∈ imp(a) ∧
rin,a(v, (v1, . . . , vn)) ∧
rout,a(w, (w1, . . . ,wn))}
The function φ then generalises as follows:
φimp,r(⟨⟩) = {⟨⟩} φimp,r(⟨a.v.w⟩ a tr) = imp′(a.v.w) a φimp,r(tr)
If imp and r are implicit from the context, then they will be elided and we will write φ(tr) instead of φimp,r(tr).
This supports the natural extension to the definition of trace refinement: that every trace of P ′ should arise from some
trace of P .
Definition 13 (Trace Refinement Relative to imp and r). P ⊑Timp,r P ′iff traces(P ′) ≤ (

tr∈traces(P) φimp,r(tr)).
Example 19. Recall Example 17 concerning a change of unit from centimetres to millimetres. In that case we had
rin,add = 10nn− 5 ≤ nnR ≤ 10nn+ 5
In this case, if P ⊑Timp,r P ′ then add?nn : {1..10} → P will be refined by addR?nnR : {5..105} → P ′. Every concrete input
corresponds to some abstract input.
We have now identified a notion of refinement for processes, and one for machines in terms of relationships between
their operations. We are aiming for a compositionality result that states that if P ⊑Timp,r P ′ and M ⊑Bimp,r M ′ then
P ‖ M ⊑Timp,r P ′ ‖ M ′. Note that the traces of machines M are no longer all possible traces, since they constrain the
possible outputs, and we must therefore take the traces of the machines into account.
Example 20 (Failure to Compose). This example illustrates a circumstance where parallel composition does not preserve
refinement. Consider the controlled components and refinement relationship of Fig. 11. For the control processes P and P ′,
we have that
traces(P) = ↓ {⟨a.0, b.0⟩, ⟨a.1, b.1⟩}
traces(P ′) = ↓ {⟨e, f .0⟩, ⟨e, f .1⟩}
and it follows that P ⊑Timp,r P ′.
The conditions for refinement also hold for the machines, and so M ⊑Bimp,r M ′. In particular, we have that imp(a) in M ′
refines a inM , and that imp(b) inM ′ refines b inM:
a: [⟨e⟩]¬[a]¬(rout,a(x))
b: rin,b(x, x′)⇒ [⟨f ⟩]¬[b]¬(true)
For the parallel combinations, however, we obtain:
traces(P ‖ M) = ↓ {⟨a.0, b.0⟩}
traces(P ′ ‖ M ′) = ↓ {⟨e, f .0⟩, ⟨e, f .1⟩}
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P = a?x → b!x → STOP
MACHINE M
OPERATIONS
x <-- a = BEGIN x := 0 END;
b(x) = PRE x:{0,1}
THEN skip END
END
P ′ = e → ⊓x′∈{0,1} f !x′ → STOP
MACHINE M’
OPERATIONS
e = skip;
f(x’) = PRE x’:{0,1}
THEN skip END
END
imp(a) = ⟨e⟩
imp(b) = ⟨f ⟩
rout,a(x) = true
rin,b(x, x′) = x = x′ ∧ (x ∈ {0, 1})
Fig. 11. Related controllers and machines.
P = a.0→ STOP
MACHINE M
OPERATIONS
x <-- a = BEGIN x := 1 END
END
P ′ = e → f .0→ STOP
MACHINE M’
OPERATIONS
e = skip;
x’ <-- f = BEGIN x’ := 1 END
END
imp(a) = ⟨e, f ⟩
rout,a(x, x′) = x = x′
Fig. 12. Further related controllers and machines.
Note that ⟨e, f .0⟩ and ⟨e, f .1⟩ are traces of both P ′ andM ′, and hence traces of P ′ ‖ M ′. However, there is no trace of (P ‖ M)
that corresponds to the trace ⟨e, f .1⟩ of P ′ ‖ M ′, and therefore
P ‖ M ⋢Timp,r P ′ ‖ M ′
Thus in this case parallel composition does not preserve refinement.
The failure to preserve refinement arises from the fact that the trace ⟨e, f .1⟩ corresponds to different traces in P and in
M . In P it corresponds to ⟨a.1, b.1⟩ (not possible forM), but inM it arises from ⟨a.0, b.1⟩ (not possible for P). Neither of these
traces are possible for P ‖ M . However, the fact that a.0 and a.1 both correspond to emeans that ⟨e, f .1⟩ is possible for both
P ′ andM ′, for different reasons, and hence for their parallel composition.
Example 21 (Failure to Compose II). This example illustrates a second circumstance where parallel composition does not
preserve refinement. Consider the controlled components and refinement relationship of Fig. 12:
For the control processes, we have that
traces(P) = ↓ {⟨a.0⟩}
traces(P ′) = ↓ {⟨e, f .0⟩}
and it follows that P ⊑Timp,r P ′.
The conditions for refinement also hold for the machines, and soM ⊑Bimp,r M ′.
However, traces(P ‖ M) = ∅ since P andM cannot synchronise on a, whereas traces(P ′ ‖ M ′) = ↓ {⟨e⟩} since P ′ andM ′
can synchronise on e before failing to synchronise on f . Hence P ′ ‖ M ′ has a trace, ⟨e⟩, that does not correspond to any trace
of P ‖ M , and therefore
P ‖ M ⋢Timp,r P ′ ‖ M ′
The failure to preserve refinement here arises because the control processes are prepared to engage in an operation with
the associated machine, but are not prepared to accept a particular output from the machine, resulting in an inability to
synchronise. The combination P ′ ‖ M ′ is able to make some progress before blocking and hence gives rise to a non-empty
trace, whereas P ‖ M blocks immediately.
Examples 20 and 21 illustrate two circumstances in which refinement is not preserved through parallel composition.We
identify two conditions which capture (and rule out) these circumstances. These conditions together are sufficient to ensure
compositionality of refinement through parallel composition.
The first condition is that a controller process should be non-discriminating on inputs. This means that for any input field
of any channel, if some input value is possible then any other input value should also be possible. This can be captured
formally using a renaming operator f which removes inputs: f −1(f (P)) has the effect of removing the inputs from all of the
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events (by application of f ), and then allowing all possible inputs (by application of f −1). If the result does not introduce any
new traces, then all possibilities for inputs must already be present in the original process P .
Definition 14. A process P is non-discriminating on inputs if f −1(f (P)) =T P where f (a.v.w) = a.v for each channel a with
inputs w and outputs v.
Observe that the example given in Example 21 does not meet this definition: process P is prepared to accept value 0 on
channel a, but not value 1.
The second condition is on the implementation function imp and relation r . It requires that any concrete trace should not
arise from two different abstract traces. The technical condition we require is that if two concrete traces are ordered, then
the abstract traces they relate to must be similarly ordered.
Definition 15. The pair (imp, r) respect incomparability if, whenever tr ′1 ∈ φimp,r(tr1) and tr ′2 ∈ φimp,r(tr2), then tr1 ⩽̸ tr2 ⇒
tr ′1 ⩽̸ tr
′
2 (or equivalently, tr
′
1 ⩽ tr
′
2 ⇒ tr1 ⩽ tr2).
Observe that Example 20 does not meet this definition: there we have ⟨a.0, b.1⟩ ⩽̸ ⟨a.1, b.1⟩ but ⟨e, f .1⟩ ⩽ ⟨e, f .1⟩.
These conditions are sufficient to yield the main result: that refinement is preserved by parallel composition:
Theorem 4. If (imp, r) respects incomparability, and processes P and P ′ are non-discriminating on inputs, then if P ⊑Timp,r P ′
and M ⊑Bimp,r M ′, then P ‖ M ⊑Timp,r P ′ ‖ M ′.
Proof. Consider tr ′ ∈ traces(P ′ ‖ M ′) Then tr ′ ∈ traces(P ′) and tr ′ ∈ traces(M ′).
Therefore ∃ tr ∈ traces(P) . tr ′ ∈ ↓ φ(tr). (We will use φ for φimp,r .) Assume without loss of generality that tr is minimal.
Let tr = ⟨a1.v1.w1, . . . , an.vn.wn⟩. Then by minimality of tr it follows that tr ′ can be written as tr ′1 a tr ′2 a ...a tr ′n, where
each tr ′i ∈ φ(ai.vi.wi) for i < n, and tr ′n ⩽ trn′′ for some trn′′ ∈ φ(an.vn.wn).
Let trn′′ = ⟨en1.yn1.zn1, . . . , enk.ynk.znk⟩, with tr ′n = ⟨en1.yn1.zn1, . . . , enl.ynl.znl⟩
We have that rin,an(vn, (yn1, . . . , ynk)) by the definition of φ.
Consider an execution ofM ′ following the trace tr ′, in which the operations enl+1(ynl+1) ... enk(ynk) are called in sequence,
and provide outputs z ′nl+1 . . . z
′
nk respectively.
The fact thatM ⊑Bimp,r M ′ yields that (rin,an(vn, (yn1, . . . , ynk)) ∧ I ∧ J ∧ Pan)⇒ [⟨en1, . . . , enk⟩]¬[an]¬(J ∧ rout,an). This
means that there is some output w′n of an such that rout,an(w′n, (zn1, . . . , znl, z ′nl+1, . . . , z
′
nk)).
Let tr0 = ⟨a1.v1.w1, . . . , an.vn.w′n⟩. P is non-discriminating on inputs, and so tr0 ∈ traces(P).
Now let tr ′′′n = ⟨en1.yn1.zn1, . . . , enl.ynl.znl, enl+1.ynl+1.z ′nl+1, . . . , enk.ynk.z ′nk⟩. Then tr ′′′n ∈ φimp,r(an.vn.w′n).
Let tr ′′′ = tr ′1 a ... a tr ′n−1 a tr ′′′n . Then tr ′′′ ∈ φ(tr0).
Since tr ′′′ ∈ traces(M ′) andM ⊑Bimp,r M ′, there is some tr1 ∈ traces(M) such that tr ′′′ ⩽ tr ′′′′ for some tr ′′′′ ∈ φ(tr1). Since
tr ′′′ ∈ φ(tr0), the fact that (imp, r) respects incomparability means that tr0 ⩽ tr1, and hence (from downward closure of
traces(M)) that tr0 ∈ traces(M).
Therefore tr0 ∈ traces(P ‖ M). From the fact that tr ′ ⩽ tr ′′′ we therefore obtain ∃ tr0 ∈ traces(P ‖ M) . tr ′ ∈ ↓ φ(tr0).
Hence every trace tr ′ of P ′ ‖ M ′ corresponds to some abstract trace tr0 of P ‖ M , establishing the theorem. 
5. Discussion and related work
In this paper we presented the theoretical framework to support the refinement of an abstract event with a sequence of
concrete events within the CSP‖B framework. From this point of view the key results are the compositionality theorems:
Theorem 3 for traces and divergences on atomic events; and Theorem 4, for inputs and outputs allowing abstract I/O to be
refined and distributed across the concrete sequence of operations.
The implementationmapping permitted is more general than that presented in [26], in that it allows events to be refined
by sets of sequences rather than only single sequences. Furthermore, events present in both the abstract and the concrete
process no longer require the event to be represented as the identity within imp, as was necessary in [26]. Example 15
illustrated the benefit of the weakening of the definition so that motor start could be represented appropriately in the
refinement (i.e., it need not always be invoked).
A natural question to consider is compositionality with traces/divergences in the case of machines with I/O. The most
general result would be a result similar to Theorem 4 for traces/divergences refinement. However, this seems non-trivial to
establish, and in practice we would generally take a two-stage approach, establishing divergence-freedom first, and then
focusing on traces. The practical approach to refinement would initially show that our refinement P ′ ‖ M ′ is divergence-
free (since there are well-established techniques for establishing this in CSP‖B), and then to consider the question of
P ‖ M ⊑Timp,R P ′ ‖ M ′ by application of Theorem 4. The divergence-freedom of P ′ ‖ M ′ then yields the refinement in
the traces/divergences model.
It is also natural to consider refinement in other semantic models, in particular those involving failures. However, this is
not such an interesting case to consider in our framework, since we are restricted to non-blocking B machines, and so they
do not exhibit any interesting blocking behaviour. The question would be more important if we were using machines that
could block, and in that case many of our results would need to be revisited.
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Another extension to consider is the refinement of events by processes. In the case of refining events by processes, the
aim is to replace the abstract performance of a single event with the execution of a process. Termination (via SKIP) of the
process will correspond to completion of the event, and it will be necessary to establish correspondence of machine states
at that point. However, in general we may wish to make use of non-terminating processes. For example, Example 10 allows
two retries to start the engine before a manual crank becomes necessary. If we wish to do away with the crank and allow
arbitrary retries, then we would use the process
imp(treat start motor) = µ X .tsk → (tsm → SKIP ✷ tsmf → X)
This process does not necessarily terminate. The issue of whether wewish to consider a process such as this as a refinement
of treat start motor will depend on whether it is acceptable in the context concerned for treat start motor to possibly
not terminate. For example, if this is not acceptable then an additional proof obligation regarding termination will also
be necessary. For example, not starting successfully might be acceptable from a safety point of view, but not stopping
successfully might not be. Thus different abstract events might be associated with different requirements.
In this paper we have restricted ourselves to refining single processes. As a continuation of the work we will also be
investigating refining events which occur within parallel compositions of processes and machines. Considerations such as
refining disjoint events to shared events would need to be made. Decomposition using shared events is discussed in [10]
and the ideas presented in that paper are particularly relevant to our ongoing work.
In [16], Derrick and Boiten present a theory for non-atomic refinement using Z. They also support the refinement of
an abstract operation with a sequence of concrete operations. Our motivation is the same as theirs: the precise structure
of an implementation may not be known at the abstract level and we need to provide a way of being able to introduce
more detail at the concrete level. We can also split a collection of inputs and/or outputs across a number of operations. The
difference with our work is that the sequences of operations we need to consider are defined within a CSP controller and
the implementation mapping between abstract and concrete operations is explicitly described.
Derrick and Boiten also consider a notion of I/O refinement in [8, Chapter 10]. They establish conditions for changing the
I/O within single operations to provide a refinement, using input and output transformers, which play a similar role to our
relations rin,a and rout,a. In [17], Derrick andWehrheim bring together the ideas from [16,8] and refine atomic operations by
sequences of operations together with I/O refinement. Their approach is entirely state-based, which makes the handling of
sequences of operations more difficult, and the authors state in their conclusions that the combination with process algebra
remains to be investigated. This paper does combine the state-based viewwith a process algebra, giving explicit and natural
descriptions of control in specifications, and so handling the refining sequences of operations more easily.
Butler’s csp2B approach [9] to combining CSP and B also provides a way of introducing control, in this case by translating
the CSP controller into B, essentially introducing control variables into the B to retain the flow of control. The approach of this
paper is compatible with this way of combining CSP and B, and similar results seem likely. For example, it seems possible to
refine a CSP controller and the Bmachine through imp and combine the result to yield a refinement of the original combined
pair.
An approach to interface refinement purely within B is given by Colin et al. in [14]. This approach considers how to
construct adapters, which encapsulate a change of interface between a required interface and a provided one. Adapters are
themselves written as B machines, but they play the role of our imp implementation mapping, capturing the relationship
between the abstract and the refined interface. Each operation of the abstract interface is implemented using (any number
of) operations of the provided (concrete) machine, and the correctness of the implementation is established by discharging
classical B refinement proof obligations. One key difference with the approach of this paper is that the concrete operations
used in the implementation are not directly accessible by the user of themachine, and they are instead accessed through the
abstract interface. In contrast, our concrete operations are directly accessible by the machine’s environment or controller,
and it is this aspect that requires us to consider compositionality of refinement through parallel.
In Event-B [2], a refinement of an event, e.g. a, can be achieved using several events (at least one), one of which must be
the refinement of the original a event. Any new events must be a refinement of Skip. Event-B refinement proof obligations
ensure that new events do not cause infinite internal behaviour. Furthermore, new events can occur non-deterministically,
provided their guards are true, i.e., Event-B does not require an explicit scheduler. We have shown how to refine an event
(which may have a corresponding B operation) with a single sequence of events (again with underlying B operations) and
thus an explicit schedule must be provided in the refinement. This may be restrictive when there are several scheduling
possibilities. However, if the scheduler is known in advance thenwe provide an explicit way of describing it in a refinement.
Also, we do not require that one event is a refinement of the original event. What we require is that a sequence of events is
an appropriate refinement of an abstract event. Our refinement also allows I/O refinement and type refinement of the inputs
and the outputs; recent research in Event-B is also examining how to include I/O parameters in events [11].
The aim of developing interface refinement techniques in CSP‖B is so thatwe can use the refinement process to introduce
more detail into a model of a system. This refinement philosophy is the strength of Event-B and it is clear that it allows
designs to evolve to include more detail during refinement steps. Other work that has also been investigating increasing
the level of detail during a refinement of a CSP‖B specification is [13] and [12] . The authors use the notion of component
refinement; they introduce new controlled process/machine components and by using renaming and hiding demonstrate
that a specification which contains new components is a refinement of a more abstract one.
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Retrenchment [6] provides another approach to generalising refinement which superficially has some elements in
common with interface refinement: it provides a framework for revising an abstract specification in a way that is not a
classical refinement, but allows more generality. An interface refinement may also be seen as a revision to an abstract
specification that is more general than standard refinement, so in this sense it is similar in motivation to retrenchment.
However, the retrenchment framework is concernedmorewithmanaging the changes to the specification that arise through
the development (or refinement) process. Our approach to interface refinement cannot be considered as a particular form
of retrenchment, and so does not fit within the retrenchment framework.
Our approach to traces and trace divergences event refinement bears some resemblance to the approaches to action
refinement in process algebras developed in the 1980’s and early 1990’s, see e.g. [4], where single events are refined by
more complex behaviour. However, the focus then was within pure process algebra, and with more intricate semantics. In
contrast, our emphasis is on developing an approachwhich integrateswith state-based components, in our case B-machines,
and it is this emphasis that has driven the development of the approach presented in this paper.
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Appendix A. Technical results
A.1. Two technical lemmas
Lemma 3 below is used in the proof of Theorem 3, and Lemma 2 is used in the proof of Lemma 3.
Lemma 2 states that if a sequence tr for M is guaranteed to terminate, then any implementation of M is guaranteed to
terminate on any sequence tr ′ which is an implementation of tr .
Lemma 2. If M ⊑Bimp M ′ and tr ′ ∈ φ(tr) then I ∧ J ∧ [tr]true ⇒ [tr ′]true.
Proof. We prove the result by induction over tr .
Case ⟨⟩: the result holds trivially, since φ(⟨⟩) = {⟨⟩}.
Case ⟨a⟩ a tr: consider tr ′ ∈ φ(⟨a⟩ a tr). Recall a expands to pre Pa then Sa end. Then I ∧ J ∧ Pa ⇒ [tr ′]¬[⟨a⟩ a tr]¬J
from the repeated application of the definition M ⊑Bimp M ′ to sequences: following the concrete sequence tr ′, the linking
invariant J can be re-established by some execution of the abstract sequence ⟨a⟩ a tr .
[tr ′]true ⇐ [tr ′](¬[⟨a⟩ a tr]¬J)
⇐ I ∧ J ∧ Pa
⇐ I ∧ J ∧ (Pa ∧ [Sa]true)
⇐ I ∧ J ∧ [a]true
⇐ I ∧ J ∧ [a]([tr]true)
⇐ I ∧ J ∧ [⟨a⟩ a tr]true
as required. 
Lemma3 is essentially the contrapositive: states that for relatedmachinesM andM ′, if a divergence of a concretemachine
M ′ (i.e. a trace not guaranteed to terminate) is related to an abstract trace tr , then tr must be a divergence of M (i.e. not
guaranteed to terminate). This relates concrete and abstract divergences.
Lemma 3. If M ⊑Bimp M ′ and tr ′ ⩽ φ(tr) and tr ′  αM ′ is a divergence of M ′ then tr  αM is a divergence of M.
Proof. If tr ′ ⩽ φ(tr) then ∃ tr ′′.tr ′ ⩽ tr ′′ ∧ tr ′′ ∈ φ(tr). We prove the contrapositive: that if tr  αM is not a divergence of
M then tr ′  αM ′ is not a divergence ofM ′.
[tr  αM]true = [tr]true
⇒ [tr ′′]true by Lemma 2
⇒ [tr ′]true since tr ′ ⩽ tr ′′
= [tr ′  αM ′]true 
A.2. Proof of Theorem 1
We first require a technical lemma regarding the traces of Pref (tr, P). Pref (tr, P) is concerned with CSP processes at the
syntactic level. The intention of the definition is that Pref (tr, P) prefixes P with the sequence of events listed in tr . This
lemma shows that the semantics of the resulting process is dominated by the traces of P prefixed with tr .
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Lemma 4.
traces(Pref (tr, P)) ≤ {tr} a traces(P)
Proof. By induction on tr .
Case ⟨⟩. Then
traces(Pref (⟨⟩, P)) = traces(P)
= {⟨⟩} a traces(P)
which establishes the case.
Case ⟨a⟩ a tr . Then
traces(Pref (⟨a⟩ a tr), P) = traces(a → Pref (tr, P))
= {⟨⟩} ∪ {⟨a⟩} a traces(Pref (tr, P))
≤ {⟨⟩} ∪ {⟨a⟩} a {tr} a traces(P)
= {⟨⟩} ∪ {⟨a⟩ a tr} a traces(P)
≤ {⟨a⟩ a tr} a traces(P)
which establishes the case. 
We are now in a position to prove the theorem:
Theorem 1 ∀ imp, P . P ⊑Timp Θimp(P)
Proof. The proof is by structural induction over process terms. In order to handle nested recursions we take the approach
described in [15] of using environmental mappings, which map process variables to processes in the traces model. A process
term P in the context of an environmental mapping ρ is written [P]ρ, and associates a set of traces with each free process
variable, enabling us to associate trace sets with any process term.
Formally, an environmental mapping ρ is a function mapping process variables X to sets of traces with the appropriate
alphabet. A refinement relation⊑Timp can be defined on environmental mappings as follows:
Definition 16. If ρA : VAR → P(A∗) and ρC : VAR → P(C∗) then
ρA ⊑Timp ρC iff ∀ X ∈ VAR.ρA(X) ⊑Timp ρC (X)
Wewill then prove the following by structural induction over process terms: for any environmental mappings ρA and ρC , if
ρA ⊑Timp ρC then [P]ρA ⊑Timp [Θ(P)]ρC .
Case STOP: In this caseΘ(STOP) = STOP , and so traces[Θ(STOP)]ρC = {⟨⟩}. Therefore
[STOP]ρA ⊑Timp [Θ(STOP)]ρC
Case X: In this caseΘ(X) = X , and we have ρA(X) ⊑Timp ρC (X) by the original condition on the relationship between ρA and
ρC . i.e.
[X]ρA ⊑Timp [Θ(X)]ρC
Case a → P: Assume the inductive hypothesis for P .
traces([Θ(a → P)]ρC )
= traces(✷tr∈imp(a) Pref (tr, [Θ(P)]ρC )
=

tr∈imp(a)
traces(Pref (tr, [Θ(P)]ρC ))
≤

tr∈imp(a)
({tr} a traces([Θ(P)]ρC )) by Lemma 4
=
 
tr∈imp(a)
{tr}

a traces([Θ(P)]ρC ))
= imp(a) a traces([Θ(P)]ρC ))
≤ imp(a) a

tr∈traces([P]ρA)
φ(tr) by Inductive Hypothesis
=

tr∈traces([P]ρA)
imp(a) a φ(tr)
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=

tr∈traces([P]ρA)
φ(⟨a⟩ a tr)
≤

tr∈traces([a→P]ρA)
φ(tr)
which establishes the case.
Case P1 ✷ P2: Assume the inductive hypothesis for P1 and P2:
[P1]ρA ⊑ [Θ(P1)]ρC
[P2]ρA ⊑ [Θ(P2)]ρC
Then
traces([Θ(P1 ✷ P2)]ρC )
= traces([Θ(P1) ✷ Θ(P2)]ρC )
= traces([Θ(P1)]ρC ) ∪ traces([Θ(P2)]ρC )
≤

tr∈traces([P1]ρA)
φ(tr) ∪

tr∈traces([P2]ρA)
φ(tr)
=

tr∈traces([P1]ρA)∪traces([P2]ρA)
φ(tr)
=

tr∈traces([P1✷P2]ρA)
φ(tr)
Therefore
[P1 ✷ P2]ρA ⊑Timp [Θ(P1 ✷ P2)]ρC
Case µ X .P: Assume the inductive hypothesis for P , and consider ρA ⊑Timp ρC .
Define F to be the following function: F maps a process Y toΘ(P) in the environment ρC with Y substituted for X:
F(Y ) = [Θ(P)](ρC [Y/X])
We prove inductively that [µ X .P]ρA ⊑Timp F n(STOP).
Case 0. This follows immediately, from
traces(STOP) = {⟨⟩} ≤

tr∈traces([µ X .P]ρA)
φ(tr)
Case n+ 1. Assume the result holds for n. Then
[µ X .P]ρA
= {[µ X .P]ρA is a fixed point of λ Y .[P]ρA[Y/X]}
[P](ρA[([µ X .P]ρA)/X])
⊑Timp {by inductive hypothesis, as ρA[([µ X .P]ρA)/X] ⊑Timp ρC [F n(STOP)/X]}
[Θ(P)](ρC [F n(STOP)/X])
= {definition of F}
F(F n(STOP))
= F n+1(STOP)
which establishes the case.
We are now in a position to complete the proof.
traces([Θ(µ X .P)]ρC )
= {Θ(µ X .P) = µ X .Θ(P)}
n
traces(F n(STOP))
≤ {true for each F n(STOP), so true for their union}
tr∈traces([µ X .P]ρA)
φ(tr)
Therefore, [Θ(µ X .P)]ρC ) ⊑Timp [µ X .P]ρA as required. 
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